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I. Some basic information regarding the Partnership Fund

Foundation name: The Partnership Fund
Address: Krakow, Sw. Krzyza 5/6
Contact: fundusz@epce.org.pl; 
WWW: ffp.org.pl; fkb.org.pl
Established: February 20, 2004
Fundator: The Partnership for the Environment Foundation
Registration date: April 7, 2004 
KRS number: 203054
REGON number: 356825325

Board of supervisors: Henryk Wujek, Chairman
Iwona Sarachman, Vice-chairwoman
Marek Haliniak
Rafal Serafin
Jan Ozga

Management: Anna Wozniak, President

Fund Company: Anna Wozniak, President 
Dominika Bielawa, Financial Assistant
Magdalena Mrzyglod, Program Assistant

The charter aim of the Fund is to reinforce the actions in support of the well-balanced 
development. The Fund realizes its goal, which is defined in § 5, mostly through conducting 
the activities aiding financially, technically, instructional, and informatively the non-government  
organizations, physical people and organizational units which does not have juridical personality,  
realizing or contributing to the realization of this aim, particularly in the fields of:

a. Ecology, animal and natural heritage preservation,
b. Activities which help to develop the expansion of communions and local societies,
c. Economic development, including the enterprise growth,
d. Culture, art, saving the cultural and traditional demesne
e. Study, education and upbringing;
f. Heritage tourism and recreation of children and youths,
g. Activities in support of disabled people,
h. Promoting  employment  and  occupational  elicitation  of  jobless  people  and  at  risk  from 

redundancy,
i. Diffusion and women rights protection and activities in support of the equal rights of men and  

women,
j. Activities  in  support  of  European  integration  and  developing  contacts  and  cooperation 

between the societies,
k. Promoting and organizing volunteer work
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The Fund can, for the goal realization described in § 5, leading the unpaid activity of 
the following object (according to the Polish Activity Classification): 

a. PKD 74.14.A advising  and  direct  help  for  non-government  organizations, 
physical people and corporations and organizational items which 
do not have  juridical personality in the field of preparing subsidies 
applications  and  project  management  (planning,  running, 
controlling and evaluating, reporting),

b. PKD 91.33.Z technical  and  financial  aiding  of  domestic  and  foreign  non-
government  organizations,  physical  people  and corporations  and 
organizational items which do not have  juridical personality,

c. PKD 91.33.Z cooperation with other entities  which hale  the similar  profile of 
working.

The Partnership Fund do not lead trade.

The Partnership Fund  reinforce the activities  in support of well-balanced development 
animated by non-government organizations and local societies  through the realization of 
small grant competitions, the help with trainings, counseling and information.

The Fund activities: 

 Stimulate the activity of local communities
 Support small,  the rank-and-file initiatives of the organizations which do not have any 

experience or financial capacity
 Ensure complex advisory on its merits  and technical banking at every stage of the 

donating process 
 Make the verified models common and proposes the solutions which had not been 

used before
 Allow to adjust the grant programs for the local society needs

Are based on clear and friendly procedures
Provide high quality, effectiveness and constant improvement of support implements

II. The report of the statute activities led in 2009  

In 2009 the Partnership Fund (PF) continued the developing of the grant-giving activities 
which aim is  to encourage local  initiatives  in support of well-balanced development.  The 
small subsidies programs, directed to small, local non-government organizations and informal 
groups, help committing citizens and local societies to the functional activity in support of the 
well-balanced development. The Fund leads the role of “the first category benefactor” for the 
new initiatives  and local  NGO, especially advocacy engaging the population on the local 
level. The distinguishable characteristic of the PF grant-giving activities is expedience – it is 
based on keeping the contacts on the grant-donor – beneficiary level. It assures also additional 
technical support and trainings which are aimed at strengthening the institutional capabilities 
and abilities of the beneficiary.
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In 2009, the Fund, supporting the small and local organizations, accepted and evaluated 
112 applications for subsidies and granted inclusive of 74, in total 559 359 PLN including 
3 programs:

•    „Kropla Beskidu Fund” (financed by the companies of Coca-Cola system: Coca Cola 
Services Poland and Coca Cola Hellenic Poland) focused on the backing for rank-and-
file initiatives in Sadecki Beskid in Malopolska in support of water preservation; 

•    Schools for Eco-development; Let’s Care for Our Common Space (financed by such 
companies  as:  Toyota  and  Cadbury  and  The  National  Fund  for  Environmental 
Protection  and  Water  Management  by   The  Partnership  for  the  Environment 
Foundation)  focused  on  backing  school  initiatives  in  support  of  well-balanced 
development, engaging the societies;

•  “Advocacy  and  campaigns  in  support  of  preservation”  (financed  by  C.S.  Mott 
Foundation) concentrated on the support  rank-and-file initiatives of advocating and 
campaigns.

“Advocacy and campaigns in support of preservation”

The program has been realized since 2007 as the subsidiary coming from the C.S. Mott 
Foundation resources. It is addressed to the non-government organizations from Poland, 
especially  from  the  provinces  such  as:  malopolskie,  slaskie,  podkarpackie  and 
swietokrzyskie as well as non-government organizations taking part in transboundary or 
supranational activities.

The aim of the program is to finance ecologic initiatives and civic projects in support of 
increasing the participation of local communities in shaping the policy of preservation and 
well-balanced development in Poland.

In the Program such activities can be financed as:

• law and pro-ecologic policy monitoring and consultation,
• compilation and promotion of alternative 
policy in the field of preservation and 
balanced development,
• preparing and introducing the positions in 
the range of preservation,
• the social control of programs and projects 
financed by European Union and connected 
with the realization of ecologic policy of the 
European Union,
• engaging the local communities in shaping 
the ecologic policy on the local, regional, 
internal and international level,
• the development of the abilities of non-
government organizations for interaction in 
support of shaping the expansion programs on 
communal, provincial and domestic level.
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Kropla Beskidu Fund program is a program which aim is 
to support civic initiatives in support of respecting the water 
heritage of Beskidy financially and organizationally and four 
communities  of  nowosadecki  district  are  within  its  range: 
Krynica,  Muszyna,  Piwniczna  Zdrój  and  Rytro.  This 
initiative is signed in the process of implementation Water 
Frame  Directive  which  major  goal  is  the  achieving  and 
keeping the water environment sound.

Kropla Beskidu Fund, except from ecologic education and promoting the preservation of water 
resources, sets out to include to these activities of Beskid Sadecki societies, promoting the ideas of  
the local communities cooperation to build the conscious and active society in this way. It is very 
important that the citizens should lead these actions with local authorities, private companies and 
non-government organizations’ cooperation.

Water is very precious resource for Beskidy.  The famous health resorts are the credit  for this  
region, health resort visitors have been using the therapeutic features of the water springs. Water is 
also bottled in numerous workshops, e.g. in Tylicz, as mineral and spring water. No wonder that 
the issue of the effective preservation of ground springs and water areas are treated very seriously  
in Beskidy.  This preservation is  also important  in view of unusual natural  virtues of water in 
Beskidy and their great importance for tourism development. Kropla Beskidu Fund reinforces this 
preservation as well.

In  2009 a  new formula  of  the  program was elaborated.  In  2009 it  was  a  priority  to  support 
domesticated, practical activities taken up by the local communities which are contributory to the 
visible improvement of the water environment of the region.

While the grant competition, two forms of subsidies were distinguished: 

• I  extent  subsidies  (amounts  up  to  5000  zl)   are  destined  for  the  non-government 
organizations,  schools  and other  entities  for  the  practical  educational  activities  which 
contribute to the recovery of the water state. 

• II  extent  subsidies  (amounts  up  to  25     000  zl)   are  destined  for  the  non-government 
organizations,  schools and other entities for the realization of the undertakings which 
bring the measured effects in a form of the recovery of Beskid Sadecki  water state.

 

The following are the constitution of the Program Counsel which decides about the ways of the 
development of the Kropla Beskidu Fund and adjudicates the grants competition:

• The Partnership Fund;

• Coca Cola system companies: Coca Cola Hellenic Poland, Coca Cola Poland Services;

• Poprad Landscape Park (Zespół Parków Krajobrazowych woj. Małopolskiego);

• The Regional Water Management in Krakow;

• The Institute of Meteorology and Water Management in Krakow;

• Communities: Krynica Zdrój, Muszyna, Rytro, Piwniczna Zdrój

• The Regional  Management of Preservation,  department in Nowy Sacz,

• District County in Nowy Sacz

• Partnership for the Environment Foundation, 
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As preparing the beneficiaries for taking part in a competition, 
the  Fund  organized  a  training  with  the  participation  of  the 
experts in Muszyna in 3 April 2009 entitled “Preservation of 
water  heritage of  Beskid Sadecki  –  examples  and operation 
possibilities”. Except from recognizing the new formula of the 
program,  the  representatives  of  the  organization  had  an 
opportunity for participating in three expert theme modules:

• "The restoration of natural merits of river valleys”. 

• “Mineral waters of Sadecczyzna, the examples of realization projects possibilities”

• “The elements of the active preservation of nature concerned in water environment”

• “The rules of participation in the subsidies competition”

In 2009 ten projects were realized, including: diagnosis of threats and the improvement of the  
breeding ground of stream trout and grayling in Bradowiec stream in Tylicz; reconstruction of the  
historic  St.  Kinga’s  mineral  water  pump room;  making  the  water  intake  of  mineral  water  in 
Piwniczna; managing the catchments of Żegiestowski Stream; the reconstruction of an old water 
mill and antique after-lemkos bridge; creating ecologic complex near the primary school in Rytro; 
the prevention of the reproduction place of salamander and list the streams of mineral water in 
Lomnica Zdroj; the provision of mineral water stream Wapienne in Muszyna and conducting the 
cycle of trainings connected with ecologic education for the students and inhabitants of Czyrna  
village. 

In  October  2009,  the  Partnership  Fund 
organized  a  country  visit  for  the 
representatives  of  Program  Counsel  which 
aim  was  to  present  chosen  initiatives  of 
Kropla Beskidu Fund realized in the previous 
years.  The  Counsel  visited  four  places  of 
project  realizations  and  met  with  their 
executers:

• Primary  School  no  1  in  Krynica-
Zdroj, project „Slotwiny Zdroj – the  
reproduction of the spa tradition of  

Slotwiny Estate”

• Klucz Muszynski Association, project „Marking and accessing of the nature memorial  
Czarna Mlaka Pond in Powroznik”

• Primary School in Rytro, project „Accessing 
the terrain on the bank of the Roztoczanka and  
creating a Greek Class”

• Women’s  Association  in  Support  of  Mlodow 
Village Development, project ”Saving, arraying and 
popularizing  the  historic  springs  of  St.  Kinga’s  
mineral water in Glebokiem”.   
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Schools for Eco-development Program

In 2009 The Partnership Fund functioned as an operator of subsidy component of Schools for 
the Eco-development program realized by The Partnership for the Environment Foundation. 
The Fund was responsible for the process of granting and clearing up the subsidies and also 
supporting the beneficiaries while contesting and clearing up the subsidies. During the 
project, 89 applications had been evaluated among which the Subsidy Committee granted 54 
subsidies for the sum of 292 545 PLN. The funds for this goal came from The National Fund 
for Environmental Protection and Water Management and such companies as Cadbury 
Poland, Toyota Fund for Europe, Toyota Motor Poland, Toyota Motor Manufacturing Poland, 
Toyota Motor Industries Poland and were passed to The Fund by the Partnership Foundation 
for the Environment. 

The  priority  for  2009  were  the  actions 
connected  with  the  energy  saving  and 
biodiversity  and  building  the  chain  of  the 
Schools  for  Eco-development  cooperating 
with themselves in regions and developing as 
the  centers  promoting  good  ecological 
solutions which assign the quality of workings 
in support of well-balanced development and 
reach  for  the  domestic  and  international 
quality  certificates  in  the  range  of 
environment  management:  the  titles  of 
domestic Local Center of Ecological Activity 
and international distinction of “Green Flag”.

The functional initiatives realized in the public space which contribute to the improvement of 
given area, could have been the subject of the competition. It could have also been energetic 
modernizations in a school building, modernizations which affect the water usage reduction, 
the organization of recycling system or, for example, the modernization of green open space 
which would be available for the citizens after the renovation, old parks renovation, building 
bicycle and educational paths etc., adapting the cultural and natural heritage buildings for the 
local society needs, and others.
Program was realized in such regions as: Walbrzych, Kamienna Gora, Olawa, Legnica, Brzeg, 
Mazowsze, Malopolska, Warmia and Mazury. 

Institutional development

The Partnership Fund arrived at series of actions aimed at institutional 
development and making its actions more professional realizing, thanks to 
The National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management, 
two projects:

• „The increasing of fundraising activities of the  Fund of  Partnership (2008-9)” 
• „Making PR more professional and the Partnership Fund promotion purposing 
the strengthening the local ecological initiatives” (2009-10)
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In this way, The Partnership Fund began the process of building its own identity (to the 
end  of  2008,  the  Partnership  Fund  used  to  be  an  isolated  unit  of  its  founder  –  the 
Partnership for the Environment Foundation and was an element of its strategy). During 
the preparations  of  taken actions  and implementations  of  the  strategy of  gaining  new 
donors and the external communication was started. It is an important process relevant to 
the assertion of financial stability and building a strong image of the Partnership Fund as 
independent and stable grant-giving organization.

Endowment Building

The Partnership Fund, for assuring the financial stability in the future and funds for the 
realization of statutory goals since 2005, is building the endowment capital which scale 
was - to the date of 31 December 2009 – 852 136,93 PLN.
Nowadays donors and the sources of its origin are: Stefan Batory Foundation, C.S. Mott 
Foundation, the Partnership for the Environment 
Foundation,  the  Partnership  Fund  and  profits 
from the capital investment in the form of bank 
investments. 
So far, the Fund had invested resources on bank 
accounts and on the Technical Investment Fund 
OPERA  NGO  SFIO.  Purchasing  the  units  of 
participation  is  a  long  term  investment.  It  is 
assumed that in the further future, the situation 
on the global markets will get better, the crisis 
will  pass  by  and  the  investment  will  fetch 
profits. To the date of 31 December 2009, the 
change  of  the  participation  unit  got  +10,04% 
since the beginning of the year (in comparison,  
at the end of 2008 it was –31,14%), whereas the 
valuation loss was 89 710 PLN.

Diagram no 1. Rate of return net 
since the day of registration OPERA

Diagram no 2. Value of item attendance in  2006-10 (on 23.03.2010)
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III. The list of given subsidies in 2009, according to the programs.

Total summing-up:
Number of given subsidies: 74

Value of given subsidies: 559 359 PLN

Value of other subsidies: 1 230 151 PLN

All-in value of supported projects: 1 789 510 PLN

Summing-up the granting programs:

Donation program The number of 
donations

The value of given 
subsidies  (PLN)

Advocacy and campaigns for 
environment preservation 7 135 943 PLN

Schools for Eco-Development 54 292 545 PLN

Kropla Beskidu Fund 13 130 871 PLN

Total 74 559 359 PLN

Schools for Eco-Development Program:

PG - 13321
School and Kindergarden Complex no 1 in Walbrzych (Walbrzych, dolnoslaskie province)
Drop to drop
(4 000 PLN)

The school has a problem of old student toilets which have not been modernized since the beginnings of the  
school. The organizers were determined to achieve two goals:  to acquire the Certificate of Local  Center of  
Ecologic Activeness and reduce the water usage in the School and in households. Informative action for the  
occupants (conference, leaflets) and actions engaging students – educational activities, water balance, creating 
the School Water Deputation, etc.

PG - 13322
Public  Primary  School  no  30  by  name  of  Armia  Krajowa  in  Walbrzych  (Walbrzych,  dolnoslaskie 
province)
Eco-Spa
(3 500 PLN)

The aim of the project is to pervade the pro-ecologic consciousness among the students and occupants of the 
district through creating educating, recreating and healthily path. During the preparations a survey concerning 
the consciousness of caring about the environment has been conducted among the local society.  The aim of the 
project is to broaden the pro-ecological awareness of students and citizens of the district through creating the  
educational,  recreational  and curative  path.  Organizers  also plan to  improve the quality of  the environment  
through cleaning and enhancing it with seedlings. Moreover, the students and inhabitants will be involved in 
such educational action as happening or Eco-Spa coat of arms competition 

PG - 13323
ZHP Dolnoslaska Flag of Walbrzyski Land Regiment (Walbrzych, dolnoslaskie province)
"Eco scout" that is to say the ecologic skirmish in the wake of scouting in Walrzych
 (5 000 PLN)
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To improve  the  low ecological  consciousness  among  the  members  of  the  organization,  they  will  have  an 
opportunity  to take part in the series of activities actively – classes, happenings, Olympic Games, programs, etc. 
In addition to that, scout hut will be renovated – the future headquarters of Scouts Center of Ecologic Activeness  
and  a  natural  and  historic  path  “Green  Trail  of  Scouting  in  Walbrzych”.  Additionally,  the  scouts  will  be 
promoting ecological postures in publications of different types. 

PG - 13324
The Primary School in Czarny Bor (Czarny Bor, dolnoslaskie province)
Czarnoborski forest bustles that it is time for saving
(3 000 PLN)

Originators would like to make the local society more active in energy saving, water and recycling.  To do this, 
the students will take part in Science Festival, competitions and observation of water and energy usage in house  
and at school systematically. Parents will get investigative cards of energy and water usage; the citizens will be 
informed about the ways of saving by means of leaflets and put up boards. Originators would like to activate 
local community for energy and water saving and recycling rubbish. 

PG - 13325
Public Primary School by name of Janusz Korczak in Jugowice (Jugowice, dolnoslaskie province)
Collecting Zlotys we save lightbulbs
(2 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to grow the electric energy saving awareness of students, workers of the school and the  
local  society and  to  indicate  the  practical  ways  of  energy  saving which  can  be  used  by every person.  An  
informative and promotion action will be conducted among the citizens; the students and school workers will be 
implemented in actions which save energy in the school. Moreover, ecological competitions will be foreseen for 
the youngest entrants.

PG - 13326
Primary School no 1 by name of Ks. J. Twardowski in Kamienna Gora (Kamienna Gora, Dolnoslaskie 
province)
The Green Treasure of Rzepior
(5 000 PLN)

Thanks to the realization of the project, the school will gain green terrain on which conducting lessons will be  
possible. Moreover,  the students will take part in nature and woodland lessons, conducted by the specialists, 
competitions and exhibitions, whereas the adults will be able to support the operations of the project during the  
IV Family Fête. 

PG - 13327
School  and Kindergarden  Complex  by name of  J.  Korczak  in  Sokolowsko (Sokolowsko,  dolnoslaskie 
province)
Always and Forever Energy 
(2 000 PLN)

The realization of the project will be started by the teachers who are going to take part in theme workshops and  
lectures. The analysis of the current energy and coal consumption will be made, the movie about the actual status 
of the school will be created. Thanks to these introductory actions it will be possible to change the pro-ecologic  
attitude of the competitors – mostly through their participation in informative and educational action: “How to 
save the energy at school, house and work”, or to acquaint with the adaptation of the school building to the  
energy saving. 

PG - 13328
The  Association  in  support  of  Chelmsk  Slaski  Development  “Silesian  Weavers”  (Chelmsko  Slaskie, 
dolnoslaskie province)
From “the gum” to “the nature”. From the computer to the self-reinforcement
(5 500 PLN)
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The aim of the project is to create the facilities for children and youths for safe and active resting through the  
modern and ecologic racecourse while the rising children’s, youths’ and adult’s consciousness of the negative  
influence of computers and TV on young human development. Now, on the place of project realization, there is 
an old racecourse built from over 20 years old tires which, in the current condition, are dangerous for youths.
PG - 13329
Primary School in Witkow (Czarny Bor, dolnoslaskie province)
Eco-museum around the Trojgarb
(4 000 PLN)

Conceivers plan to integrate the amid communal environment in support of ecologic actions “on my own yard”  
through creating a place which will be the center of ecologic activeness and will attract tourists. To create this,  
an informative campaign, ecologic competitions, trips and a fête will be undertaken. The Eco-Museum Hall will  
be created as well.

PG - 13330
Public  Primary  School  by  name  of  Jan  Kochanowski  no  15  in  Walbrzych (Walbrzych,  dolnoslaskie 
province)
The sculptures of Walbrzych scattered among the trees 
(4 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to stimulate the students and citizens of Walbrzych to visit the Sculpture Gallery on  
Location hidden among parks and greenery.  The increase of ecological  consciousness among the citizens of  
Piaskowa Gora. Creating “The Garden of Walbrzych’s Trees”.
The goal of the project is to promote the Gallery and urban parks as artistic and tourist attraction of Walbrzych 
among the citizens and tourists. 

PG - 13331
Impublic Compex of Special Schools in  Szczawno Zdroj (Szczawno Zdroj, dolnoslaskie province)
The diversity of space is the more greenery
(2 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to increase the space bio-diversity around the school in a way that it will be possible to  
take the advantage of spa’s virtues. The project involves also recycling. The improvement of the space in which 
we live and work. 
Project foresees the cooperation with the creators of Web sites about Szczawno Zdroj and the classification of 
nature memorials. 

PG - 13332
The Complex of Schools in Minkowice Olawskie (Minkowice Olawskie, woj. dolnoslaskie )
Saving the energy is a good piece of advice
(5 000 PLN)

The main goal of the project is to increase the consciousness of students, their parents and school workers in the  
range of the necessity of saving the electric energy usage. The indication of the practical ways of saving the 
energy which can be used by every person.  
Undertaking the activities stimulating the social activity through the march of students across the village with  
banners on which there will be written slogans prompting to save energy. Program predicts a competition for the  
villagers. 

PG - 13333
The Primary School in Chwalibozyce (Olawa, dolnoslaskie province)
We save energy and have warmth 
(5 981 PLN)

The primary goal of the project is to raise the awareness of students, their parents, the school workers and local  
society of the energy usage restriction necessity.  Showing to as many people as possible that they can save  
energy everywhere: at home, school, on holidays, doing the homework or spending free time. 
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PG - 13334
Public Primary School by name of Jan Kochanowski in Wojcice (Jelcz-Laskowice, dolnoslaskie province)
Drop to drop…
(2 019 PLN)

The aim of the project is to exchange the sanitation fittings in school and kindergarten’s bathrooms and boys’  
and  girls’  toilets.  The  ecologic  campaign  among the  children  and  youths  and  the  citizens  of  Wojcice  and 
Biskupice Olawskie called “A drop of clean water”. Promoting our actions. Establishing the habit of saving the  
water among our students and citizens of the villages. Conducting the monitoring of school’s influence on the 
environment (calculator of the eco-school). 

PG - 13335
The Primary School no 1 by name of  Boleslaw Chrobry in Olawa (Olawa, dolnoslaskie province)
Crystal Clear (As light as the sun) 
(6 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is mainly to reduce the usage of energy through replacing the lighting in 12 classrooms /in 
five classrooms it has already been exchanged/ what, as a consequence, should influence the improvement of the 
environment and to decrease the bills for electricity of the school. Showing the practical ways of saving the  
energy possible to use in every household. Modernizing the school so that the usage of the energy would be 
lower.

PG - 13336
The  Complex  of  Over  Junior  High  School  by  name  of  Jan  Kasprowicz  in  Jelcz-Laskowice (Jelcz-
Laskowice, dolnoslaskie province)
We save the energy – reduce global warming
(6 000 PLN)

The goal of the project is to make students, their families and local society realize: the problems connected with 
storing  used  light  bulbs  and electric/electronic  equipment,  the  necessity  of  energy  saving,  our influence  on 
climate. Additionally we would like to purchase and exchange energy-saving light bulbs. 

PG - 13337
Public Gymnasium no 1 in Jelcz-Laskowice (Jelcz-Laskowice, dolnoslaskie province)
Park Stories
(5 000 PLN)

The aim of the „Park Stories” project is shaping the ecologic consciousness of the students and motivating them 
to take up an action in support of local environment, to engaging them in public issues, to take the responsibility  
for the nearest environment, park and the improvement of its image. 

PG - 13338
The Complex of Mechanical Schools in Nysa (Nysa, opolskie province)
Saving the electricity – it is necessity, not a whim
(5 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to modernize existing lightening through changing it into modern, more economic and 
energy-saving one, while keeping the appropriate hygienic conditions of students and teachers’ optical work 
(according  to  PN-EN:  12464-1:2004)  and  changing  the  approach  of  students  and  school  workers  towards 
electricity saving. 

PG - 13339
Public Primary School by name of Gustaw Morcinek in Gnojna (Grodkow, opolskie province)
Living in unison with nature – you will not be poor
(4 000 PLN)
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The  goal  of  the  project  is  to  create  a  didactic,  relaxing  and  leisure  playground  in  a  school  park.  Land  
development plan (renovation of an old park) – planting trees. Activating the community of the students, parents,  
teachers and local society through creating educational path which will be the place of integration of school and 
local societies in their free time (74 students,  circa 1000 citizens of the villages and nearby towns). Increasing 
the activeness of physical education, nature and art lessons. Waste management. 

PG - 13340
Complex of Vocational Schools no 1 in Brzeg (Brzeg, opolskie province)
Eco-aware
(5 000 PLN)

The main goal is to decrease the electric energy usage through exchanging an old lightening in classrooms and 
halls to new, energy saving ones (some classes have already had such a lightening). We would like to educate  
ecologically our youths and creating them advantageous conditions for study and rest. That is why we would like 
to build educational ecology-theme path to acute the local communities on environment problems and to adapt 
old school gardens for “greenery beauty spot”, the place for relaxing and resting. After the renovation it will be  
available for Brzeg citizens. 

PG - 13341
Public Kindergaten no 4 in Brzeg (Brzeg, opolskie province)
"Trailing the unique specimens of Brzeg’s flora 
(2 000 PLN)
 
The aim of the project is to create mini guide with the exact description and photos of trees and a map assigning  
the track.  Propagation  the  brochures  in  nearby  kindergartens  and primary schools.  Encouraging  teachers  to 
include a walk trailing in educational  process.  Activating children’s,  parents’  and teachers’  community  for 
creating a brochure and signing  first two trees situated on kindergarten terrain (100-year-old Yew and Sycamore  
– nature memorial) and in further sequence the rest of trees in nearby parks to complement the trail. Creating  
ecologic mini-trail „Zielono mi” on the kindergarten terrain for children, which is connected to the health path 
that will vary attractiveness of outdoors exercises. The aim of the project is to create a mini-guide with the exact  
description and photography of trees and a map and mark out the trail. 

PG - 13342
Complex of Special Schools by the Special School-Educational Center in Grodkow (Grodkow, opolskie 
province)
Closer to the nature – that is to say touch, look, listen, smell and you’ll understand! 
(5 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to create “A Summer-house of Nature”, that is to say the place of educational classes  
for disabled children and youths. Executers of the project would like to enhance and embroider the terrain near 
the school.
Activating the students during the project realization and shaping educational posture in them – the responsibility 
for created place, for saving the environment – this is an idea which is also important for the originator.

PG - 13343
Public Kindergarten no 6 named by Jan Brzechwa in Brzeg (Brzeg, opolskie province)
Preeschooler and a bird are on easy terms 
(4 000 PLN)

The  goal  of  the  project  is  to  create  an  educational  path  promoting  the  recognition  of  birds’  life  through 
kindergarten children and local community kids. Integration the citizens from the nearby surrounding with our  
place. Broaden the ecological awareness over birds nesting in our place. Attracting birds for the kindergarten  
garden through setting nest boxes.

PG - 13344
Public Kindergarten no 10 in Brzeg (Brzeg, opolskie province)
With ecology we go into better world 
(5 000 PLN)
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The aim of the project is to create a land of fun, meteorology and greenery in the first step of developing the 
kindergarten garden what will definitely solve the problem, help and glamorize the educational and developing 
process  of  children,  and  parents  and  citizens  will  encourage  to  further  actions  in  favor  of  the  nearest  
environment. Common aim will significantly activate and integrate the children, the kindergarten’s staff, parents, 
local society and companies. Originators would like to raise the level of ecological knowledge and awareness of 
the society through the cycle of articles in a newspaper, web sites, to show the existing ecologic problems and 
encourage to take care for the environment.

PG - 13345
Communal Kindergarten in Gromadka (Gromadka, dolnoslaskie province)
Let’s create green kindergarten 
(4 830 PLN)

The primary goal of the project is to awaken the youngest village citizens to respect the energy and take the  
action serving the economizing it and shaping the appropriate attitude towards the surrounding environment.
Realizing the project  will  start  from the family picnic named „Today we save energy – tomorrow we have  
healthy environment”. It will be created special local committee which will be watching over the realization of 
the individual actions and support their realization. 

PG – 13346
Primary School by name of Henryk Sienkiewicz in Siedlce (Lubin, dolnoslaskie province)
Green Gateways to the Future
(3 000 PLN)
 
The aim of the project is to raise the ecologic awareness of children, parents and village citizens. Creating the 
Green Class for leading lessons outside. Activating local and school communities for taking up activities in favor  
of the nearest  environment. Conducting natural and ecological  education though practical  activities in Greek 
Class, the nearest neighborhood of students and the citizens of the nearby towns. Popularizing recycling, saving 
chestnuts, clearing the world and willful rubbish dump liquidation actions among the citizens

PG - 13347
The Complex of Comprehensive Schools in Jawor (Jawor, dolnoslaskie province)
Natural and Cultural …
(5 190 PLN)

 Rising the ecological awareness of Jawor citizens concerning the natural and cultural advantages of the town  
and region. Cooperation and engaging the school and local society and local authorities in the actions in favor of  
environmental and regional education. Creating habits of caring and …..the terrain around the school among the 
students and citizens. Rising the effectiveness of environmental and regional education through creating a green 
class and botanic garden.  Promoting the cultural  advantages among the students, Jawor citizens and tourists 
through creating information boards about the relics. 

PG - 13348
Communal Cultural Centre in Paszowice (Paszowice, dolnodlaskie province)
Orchid Hill 
(5 480 PLN)

The aim of the project is to mark an educational path “Trailing the Three Gorges” out around the town Nowa 
Wies Wielka, 10 km long, leading through the most precious naturally terrains – ravines such as Lipa, Siedmica 
and Nowowiejski and Orchid Hill, with the exploitation of the existing tourist trails (Kopacze trail – blue and 
Valley of Mala Nysa trail – green). In the center of the town, next to the rural common-room (where there are  
trails  crossing),  there  will  be  a  place  of  tourist  and  citizens  resting  and  mini  „Tourist  Information  Point”,  
equipped not only in information boards,  folders,  photography exhibition and drawings but also in… young 
“guides” around the nearest area , that is to say children and youths – the town citizens – who will have some  
exact knowledge on the cultural, natural and landscape advantages of their neighborhood. 

PG - 13349
The Complex of schools in Wojcieszow (Wojcieszow, dolnoslaskie province)
Green beauty spots 
(5 300 PLN)
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The major our goal is to develop and install the part of kindergarten terrains in such way that they constitute the  
place  of  recreation,  contact  with  different  plant  formations,  present  the  possibility  of  conducting  lessons, 
especially nature, science, biology, art, constitute the card of the school and an element of its tradition. 
PG - 13350
Primary School by the Complex of Schools in Gromadka (Gromadka, dolnoslaskie province)
Ekoland – Green Academy not only for the youngest
(6 200 PLN)

The aim of the project is to activate the school environment, local community and local institutions through 
creating  an  attractive  didactic  and  recreation  center  adapted  for  the  assorted  practical  activities,  giving  the  
possibility of recognition the surrounding nature and shaping the permanent pro-ecology postures and spending 
free time actively.
Popularizing the local nature and culture advantages and broadening and promotion the didactic and tourist offer  
of “Heather Land”. 

PG - 13351
Primary School no 1 by name of Mikołaj Kopernik in Olkusz (Olkusz, malopolskie province)
School arboretum on okulski trail – the harbor for everyone
(5 650 PLN)

Initiators of the project would like to stimulate the activeness of students and local communities to act in support  
of balanced development through the school garden renovation modeled on the natural garden (area 27a), so that  
it enables life of different species of plants and animals. Developing of the garden with the places for study, 
recreation and pro-ecology activities  for the school community and local environment. 

PG - 13352
The complex of Schools in Leszczyna (Trzciana, malopolskie province)
Help the environment – save the energy
(6 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to reduce the energy usage in school and houses in the scale of year from 10 to 25% and 
popularizing the conscious, economical using of electricity through the practical actions of students and school 
workers. Monitoring the reduction of energy usage will be done on eco-school calculator. 

PG - 13353
Primary School by name of January Rising Heros in Igolomia (Igołomia, malopolskie province)
Didactic path in palace and park complex in Igolomia
(4 445 PLN)

The major aim of the project is to create a didactic path on the terrain of an antique object which is park near the  
palace. Information boards concerns the historic objects neighboring the path, palace, antique forge and species 
of flora and fauna characteristic the old trees of the park and neighborhood. The didactic path is the undertaking 
strictly connected with the program „Closer Homelands – Malopolska”, is the continuation of the program in 
which the Primary School succeeded the second rank in school-board competition. 

PG - 13354
Primary School no 4 by name of St. Rafal Kalinowski in Zawoja-Przyslop (Zawoja, malopolskie province)
Saving the energy and the renewable sources of energy are the cure for the climate changing
(5 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is ecologic education of children and the local communities connected with the renewable  
sources of energy and practical ways limiting the emission of CO2 to the atmosphere.
Project  touches also the possibilities of energy saving on real-life  examples – ecological  investments in the 
building of a local school and installation the devices generating the renewable energy. 
 
PG - 13355
The Complex of Educational Posts in Kamien (Kamien, malopolskie province)
New light – better future 
(6 300 PLN)
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The major goal of the project is to reduce the energy usage in school and the improvement of lighting in classes 
and rise the awareness of local community on the energy saving technologies and environment saving. As well  
as transferring the good habits to the houses and local surroundings and accomplishing the constant changes 
connected with the energy saving and biodiversity.

PG - 13356
The association Jurajska Wioska Rodaki (Rodaki, malopolskie province)
Building the bicycle path in Rodaki Village
(7 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to develop the public space Rodaki in the neighborhood of the school through building 
the stop of Bicycle Health Path equipped in efficiency set.
The next part of the project is to rise the attractiveness of the village through arranging 100 square metres of the 
terrain near the school.
The active bicycle sport promotion among the 100 students of the school in Klucze commune – the competitors  
of spring rally which will be organized by the school. Strenghten the school role as a Local Centre of Ecologic 
Activeness.

 PG - 13357
Primary School in Wozniki (Witanowice, malopolskie province)
The beauty of gardens – Saving the natural biodiversity of  Skawa valley 
(5 605 PLN)

The project show the taking up the actions leading to strengthening the role of the Local Center of Ecologic  
Activeness by the Partnership Team through the practical education of local community in the field of natural  
biodiversity saving in Skawa valley. The project includes setting up the nature backbone on 160 square meters of 
wrongly developed school square,  netting 6 schools  having the gardens to exchange some experiences and  
common realization of project on the strength of balanced development philosophy and school promotion

PG - 13358
I Grammar School Collegium Gostomianum in Sandomierz (Sandomierz, swietokrzyskie province)
You praise the foreign, you don’t know yours… I GS Collegium Gostomianum is a school promoting living 
according to the nature
(6 219 PLN)

Project is directed on the increase of natural, ecological and protective knowledge and awareness of the youths, 
the citizens of Sandomierz and all community. The development of local biodiversity. Region promotion through 
the organization of a new natural “enclave” and „regional chamber”. 

PG -  13359
Educational Social Association in Cieszyn (Cieszyn, slaskie province)
Green Workshop 
(6 850 PLN)

The aim of the project is to change the school car park into garden – creating the open Greek Workshop acting  
for the education, recreation and sensitizing on the natural beauty. This goal results from the Reed of changing 
the existing car park into the Green Workshop. The place for resting, recreation and education opened for the  
students and children from the nearby schools and kindergartens. During the holidays, the garden would be for  
the children spending the summer in the town. 

PG - 13360
Primary School no 18 in Elblag (Elblag, warminsko-mazurskie province)
Green Corner
(6 500 PLN)

The aim of the project is to arrange the unkept and unnecessary terrain for the school garden with corners:  
meteorological, geographical, nature saving and green classroom.
The school garden will be a perfect supplement of biological and natural workshop. For a long time educational  
and pedagogical advantages of working in the garden have being highlighted. In school, ecology education leads  
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a very important  role.  To realize this, there are nature lessons, nature circles,  other lessons and many more  
undertaken actions used. 

PG - 13361
Special Education Complex no 1 in Gorzow Wielkopolski (Gorzow Wielkopolski, wielkopolskie province)
Our school has a green garden of study
(7 001 PLN)

The aim of the project is to design and create kindergarten garden based on low-budget plan and engaging school 
communities and local environment.
In its plans, project encloses conducting a campaign “every drop is a small zloty” developing a habit of turning  
off the taps in school bathrooms and store rooms and kitchen. Parents, teachers and other workers of the school  
will be engaged in the project.

 PG - 13362
Kindergarten no 4 in Tarnobrzeg (Tarnobrzeg, podkarpackie province)
Forget-me-not – a garden as a fairy tale
(7 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to strengthen the role of a preschool as a local center of ecologic activeness through 
building  a  didactic  arbor  –  a  green  laboratory  which  would  serve  for  organizing  ecologic  lessons  outside, 
creating a place for sport contests – a small pitch with goals for football and basket for basketball and increasing 
the bio-diversity through new seedlings. 

PG - 13363
 The  complex  of  Upper-Junior  High  School  no  2  in  Drawsko  Pomorskie  (Drawsko  Pomorskie, 
zachodniopomorskie province)
„GREEN CARDS FROM THE CALENDAR”  Four  seasons  on  four  natural  paths  of  Drawsko  Pomorskie 
communities
(6 430 PLN)

The goal of the project is to blaze a bicycle route which would link four natural paths linking; „Ziemsko Park 
-Zalewy  Studnickie",  „Dzikowo-Karwice",  “Żołdędowo  Park",  „Jankowo  Park"  on  Drawsko  Pomorskie 
commune. The aim of the project is also to use creatively the process of ecologic education on the local society 
level and the increase the tourist attractiveness of the terrain. 

PG - 13364
The Primary School by name of Fryderyk Chopin in Brochow (Brochów, mazowieckie province)
ECO-LAND
(5 020 PLN)

The  project  „Eco-land”  has  creating  an  ecologic,  1200  m2 children’s  playground  on  view.  Installing  the 
demonstration models and conducting “green lessons” will help realizing the tasks in the range of ecologic and 
natural education for 205 students of our school and for ca. 150 students from two neighboring schools from the  
commune terrain. Newly developer area will be the place of recreation and resting for the nearest citizens of the  
commune – ca. 40 five-, six-year-old children.

PG - 13365
Public Primary School no 34 in Radom (Radom, mazowieckie province)
Green lessons – I have inside information about nature
(6 200 PLN)

The main goal of the project is to design and introduce the cycle of „green lessons” during which the students  
will be observing and analyzing the influence of the separate elements of ecosystem on each other. We plan the  
classes based on the theme circle beginning from the nearest surrounding: school class, the nearest park, forest  
and also mountain ecosystem, lakelands, etc., which can be observed by the students while planned sightseeing 
tours. It will lead to the increase of the abilities connected to the caring about the biotic and abiotic elements.  

PG - 13366
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Public Junior School with Integration Departments no 1 in Pionki (former: Public Junior School no 1 in  
Pionki), (Pionki, mazowieckie province)
Our forest garden – a mainstay of nature 
(6 150 PLN)
The aim of the project is to create a forest garden of biodiversity at 200 m2 which Gould be a mainstay for the 
animals and a place supporting teachers in ecologic and nature education, available not only for the students of 
our school,  but  also for  the groups from other  schools,  the citizens of Pionki and tourists.  The project  has  
creating  the  conditions which  make it  possible  to  derive  from the  natural  and  cultural  resources  of  Pionki 
precincts for social and economical development of local communities on view.

PG - 13367
Municipal Kindergarten no 6 in Legionowo (Legionowo, mazowieckie province)
Green Corner 
(4 800 PLN)

The aim of the project is to organize “A Green Corner” in kindergarten garden, a place for conducting natural  
works by children, nursing the plants and their growth observation and for teachers an attractive tool for natural 
and ecological education. Project predicts organizing a trip for children to the Botanical Garden and a visit at  
Garden Center in Warszawa. Demarcation of the place for planned parts of natural path. Project predicts buying 
a greenhouse and its installment.

PG - 13368
The  Assossiation  “For  Student’s  smile”  near  Primary  School  no  2  in  Blonie  (Blonie,  mazowieckie 
province)
We think globally – we save water and energy 
(5 800 PLN)

The aim of the project is to limit the loss of energy and water at school through buying and installing energy and 
water saving devices. Extensive campaign (directed to children, parents and Blonie citizens) propagating energy 
and water saving and selective waste collection (educational classes, competitions, exhibitions, trips, multimedia 
presentations, mass events, etc) promoting the school as Ecologic Activity Center.  

PG - 13369
The  Complex  of  Schools  –  Primary  School  and  Junior  School  in  Zelechow  (Zelechow,  mazowieckie 
province)
Our heart of eco-development 
(5 600 PLN)

The aim is to adept the school surrounding for educational and recreational purposes for children, youths and all  
local communities, as well as improving the image of a place with school and local community engagement.  
Including the school and local community for designing the surrounding an engaging them during executive  
works. 

PG - 13370
Primary School by name of  Stefan Starzynski in Nasielsk (Nasielsk, mazowieckie province)
Closer ourselves and nature – beautiful and safe playground 
(6 430 PLN)

The goal of the project is to interest children and youths with ecology through creating, on school terrain, a 
playground and a corner of young ecologist, using the possibilities created by an attractive greenery, created  
around the places of having fun. Shaping the habits of cooperation in school society group, parents and leaders  
of local authorities through stimulation social and cultural activeness. 

PG - 13371
Lower-Silesian  Fundation  of  Eco-development  -  Public  Benefit  Organization  (Wroclaw,  dolnoslaskie 

province)
Schools for eco-development – coordinating the actions in olawski district 
(8 000 PLN)
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In the project, six organizations from olawski district will get support from the regional coordinator. He will take 
part  in  the  whole  edition  of  subsidiary  process  Schools  for  Eco-Development  through  announcing  the 
competition, help for beneficiaries while writing the proposals, grant settlements, organization of workshops, 
consultations etc. 

PG - 13372
TREK Assossiation in Walbrzych (Walbrzych, dolnośląskie province)
Schools for Eco-Development – Coordinating the actions in Walbrzyski and Kamiennogorski districts 
(16 000 PLN)

In the program, the organizations from Walbrzych and Kamienna Gora districts will get the support from the 
regional coordinator. He will take part in the whole edition of subsidiary process Schools for Eco-Development 
through  announcing  the  competition,  help  for  beneficiaries  while  writing  the  proposals,  grant  settlements, 
organization of workshops, consultations etc. 

PG - 13387
Ecologic Foundation “Green Action” (Legnica, dolnoslaskie province)
Schools for Eco-Development 
(8 000 PLN)

In the program, the organizations from legnicki district will get the support from the regional coordinator. He  
will take part in the whole edition of subsidiary process Schools for Eco-Development through announcing the 
competition, help for beneficiaries while writing the proposals, grant settlements, organization of workshops, 
consultations etc. 

PG - 13389
GAP Foundation Poland (Warszawa, mazowieckie province)
Coordinating the program “Schools for Eco-Development” on Mazowsze
(8 000 PLN)

In the program, the mazowsze province will get the support from the regional coordinator. He will take part in 
the whole edition of subsidiary process Schools for Eco-Development through announcing the competition, help 
for beneficiaries while writing the proposals, grant settlements, organization of workshops, consultations etc. 
Program Advocacy and Campaigns in support for preservation

PG - 13373
The Assossiation of Ziemia Brzeska Development (Brzeg, opolskie province)
Plunge into building a better world
(C.S. Mott: 5 455 PLN, others: 2545 PLN)

Project  serves  a purpose of building a chain of environmentally friendly schools on brzeski district  through 
supporting the realization of the pro-ecologic projects in schools and kindergartens. During the project, there are 
organized, among others, workshops and meeting for coordinators and substantive support through consultations. 

PG - 13390
Assossiation in favour of Preservation (Krakow, malopolskie province)
Campaign in favour of preservation of Krakow and its district’ nature 
(8 000 PLN)

Project  has saving the natural and cultural places on the Jura Krakowska terrain and Krakow City on view.  
Through the awareness actions about the ecological threats the organizers Gould like to awake the activity of the 
citizens.  Within the  framework  of  project,  there  will  be  actions conducted  as  planting trees  or  distributing 
guidebooks about the possible actions in favor of nature preservation. 

PG - 13391
Polish Ecologic Club Kolo in Krynica, The Fund of Partnership (Krynica, Krakow, malopolskie province)
Let’s save the water treasure of Beskid – engaging the communities of Beskid Sadecki to pro-ecologic actions 
(14000 PLN)
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Project concerns supporting the activities of small non-government organizations which in the region of Dolina 
Popradu take up ecologic initiatives in the support of water resources saving.  

PG - 13393
The Partnership for the Environment Foundation (Krakow, malopolskie province)
Strengthening the Nature Saving Fund in Krakow
(45 000 PLN)

The project concerns the strengthening the initiative supporting – in the form of grants – the actions in favor of  
active  preservation  in  Krakow,  including  researching,  education  and  publication,  documentation  under  the 
establishment of legal protection forms. 
 
PG - 13394
The Partnership for the Environment Foundation (Krakow, malopolskie province)
Supporting the actions of non-government organizations within the framework of transboundary experience from 
the middle-east Europe, concerning the actions in the range of public space projects. 
(30 747,24 PLN)

International conference PPS which will take place in Krakow, at EPSD Countries Convention occasion will be 
an opportunity for the promotion of Poland on the bases of some experience from the middle-east Europe, the 
rules connected to the public space. Annual Meeting EPSD 2009 is an opportunity to work out the methods of  
supporting small non-government organizations working in middle-east Europe and forming direct co-operation , 
exchanging some experience among the organizations.  

PG - 13395
The Partnership for the Environment Foundation (Krakow, malopolskie province)
Building the capability of the schools and non-government organizations within the framework of international  
programs 
(26101,83 PLN)

During the realized project, there will be 4 international meetings connected to the school and non-government 
organizations  working  with  these  schools  support,  developing  the  activities  within  the  framework  of 
international program Eco-Schools and thanks to this, undertaking the trans-boundary co-operation between the 
schools and other organizations working with them. 
PG - 13396
The Partnership for the Environment Foundation (Krakow, malopolskie province)
International conference related to Eco-innovationing, trans-boundary undertakings in the countries on the Balic  
sea. 
(6 639 PLN)

Kropla Beskidu Fund 

PG - 13376
Primary school by name of Stefan Pawlik in Rytro (Rytro, malopolskie province)
Let’s care about the reacreation and holiday terrain at the bank of Roztoczanka brook 
(4 995 PLN)

The  project  is  the  continuation  of  cleaning  and  developing  the  bank  of  Rostoczanka  brook.  Within  the 
framework of his year project, clearing the banks of the brook at 0,5 km, making an educational path along the 
brook, sloping, covering and solidification with boulders, planting trees and bushes and smaller plants and rock  
gardens.
Created “ecological complex” will be the terrain favorable to recreation and pro-ecological education and will  
contribute to awake bigger care about the natural environment in Rytro citizens. 

PG - 13377
Primary School in Lomnica Zdroj (Lomnica Zdroj, malopolskie province)
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Water is our treasure – Let’s save it
(5 000 PLN)

Implementers  of the project  plan to clean the terrain around Lomniczanka brook. To keep the order on the 
cleaned  terrain,  there  will  be  dustbins  installed.  Additionally,  there  will  be  two places  specified  for  water  
environment observations which can be used as places for relax. The students of the Primary School and Junior  
School will take part in theme competition “Resources of water in Lomnica Zdroj, their names and history”. The 
results  of  the  competition  will  be  catalogued  in  a  form  of  presentation  and  present  in  a  form  of  map. 
Additionally,  the educational  leaflets  “The influence  of water  pollution on plants and animals and human’s 
health”.  

PG - 13378
Primary School no 2 by name of John Paul II in Muszyna (Muszyna, malopolskie province)
Renovation and arrangement the greenery around the mineral water „Wapienne” spring in Muszyna 
(5 354 PLN)

The aim of the project is to create an esthetic and improved access to the spring. School realizes a part of long-
term plan  of  developing  Poprad  banks  as  recreation  and  holiday  terrain  attractive  for  eco-tourists  through 
described actions. 
Initiators  plan to  exchange  the  roof  coating  and sidewalk  around  the  spring.  Additionally  there  will  be  an 
information board placed. Project and its results will be promoted on the website of Muszyna commune, in News 
Bulletin of Town and Health Resort Muszyna and in local and within the province press. 

PG - 13379
Primary  School  of  the  Assossiation  for  the  benefit  of  village  Czyrna  development  (Krynica  Zdroj, 
malopolskie province)
Fauna and flora of water environment in our village 
(5 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to educate children, youths and adults ecologically and also to stimulate the citizens of  
the village to active engaging in favor of the closest surrounding. 
At school, there will be additional classes conducted and trainings for youths and adults, there aim will be to 
familiarize the participants with the species-specific richness of plants and animals existing on Czyrna terrain  
and to enlighten the threats resulted from the inappropriate human’s behavior in respect for natural environment  
and ways of its saving.  At school there will be a breeding of an aquarium fish and students will take part also in 
an art competition “Water – a home for fish and other animals”.

PG - 13380
Public Junior School in Piwniczna Zdroj (Piwniczna Zdroj, malopolskie province)
Junior School Students at sources 
(3 992 PLN)

The strategic aim of the project is to enlighten the children, youths and their Barents and teachers the necessity  
of taking up the actions aimed at water saving. The second aim is to develop appropriate habits connected with 
saving and care about the water resources and their saving among the participants of the project. Additionally,  
the initiators Gould like to acquaint  the citizens of Piwniczna with the variety of places  in which there are  
mineral water deposits.
Moreover, the representative of Polish Ecologic Club in Krynica will conduct the workshops „Water in natural  
environment”. The participating representatives of all classes will pass gained knowledge to the others on the 
educational lesson.  

PG - 13385
Local Center of School Education in Tylicz (Tylicz, malopolskie province)
Biologic Life of Bradowiec Stream – diagnosis of threats and improvement of aboding conditions 
(21 000 PLN)

The aim of the project is to improve the habitat conditions of Bradowiec stream. Renaturalisation of the stream 
valley by the estuary of Muszynka river near the water bottling plant. Increasing the awareness of Tylicz society 
about the necessity of respecting the water heritage. There will be made a comparative analysis of the pollution 
of Bradowiec and Zimny streams – flowing only through the forest terrains. The students with the teacher of 
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natural science will be collecting the samples near the dam in four different dates: September, November 2009,  
January and March 2010. They will be prepared to conduct the tests during the workshops “The quality of water 
and the occurrence of certain species of water plants and animals”. Project will include clearing the existing dam 
from the branches, litters and slime and covering part with gravel to allow fish spawning. After marking out and 
gritting paths and setting the benches for resting, Bradowiec stream – with the participation of Polish Angling 
Association – will be enriched with steam trout and grayling fry. 
PG - 13386
Solecki Council in Berest (Krynica Zdroj, małopolskie province)
Developing the left terrain along the „Jozefinka” stream in Berest 
(24 550 PLN)
 
The aim of the project is reduce the water pollution in Jozefinka stream and strengthen the slopes against the 
erosion and flooding, with the involvement of the inhabitants, the owners of the allotments, teachers, students 
and workers of local government institutions – together approx. 60 people. 

PG – 13374
Mlodow-Glebokie Association (Rytro, malopolskie province)
At sources of mineral waters of St. Kinga – continuation 
(25 000 PLN )

Project  is  the continuation of developing the terrain around springs.  In  this year  edition, the Association is 
planning to renovate the siphon, covering the walls and floor with stones, reconstructing the stairs and installing  
the railing. Moreover, there will be made a roof with wood and sweet metal, there will be a footbridge over the 
stream renovated. Thanks to that, the usage of mineral water will be facilitated, the developed terrain will be 
used as a place of resting and cultural actions connected with the historic heritage and local artistic life. It will be  
a card of the town and the cause of its promotion.

PG - 13375
Primary School no 1 by name of Ziemia Piwniczanska in Piwniczna Zdroj (Piwniczna Zdroj, malopolskie 
province)
Water Terrain Reconnaissance and Water Resource Saving 
(13 480 PLN)

The aim of the project is to stimulate the necessity and sensitivity of children and youths in the field of caring  
about such places as mountain streams or Poprad river.  Cleaning the stream to enable it  for resting nearby.  
Ecologic education of students, parents and inhabitants. Greater care about the natural richness. Organizers plan,  
within the framework of the project, to clean the terrain near tree mountain streams and Poprad river, and clean  
the marshes  terrain  and surround the  drinking water  tanks on Smigowskie  housing estate.  It  has  been  also 
planned that stream water intake should be done and it should be available for the public.

PG - 13381
School and Kindergarten Complex, Primary School in Zegiestow (Zegiestow, malopolskie province)
Award for the best 2008 project realization „A green Classroom by the Zegiestowski Stream” 
(4 000 PLN )

PG - 13382
Primary School in Wierchomla Wielka (Wierchomla, malopolskie province)
Award for the best 2008 project realization “Eco-Garden” 
(1 500 PLN)

PG - 13383
Primary School no 1 in Krynica Zdroj (former SCESz no 1) (Krynica Zdroj, malopolskie province)
Award  for  the  best  2008  project  realization  "Slotwiny  Zdroj  –  reconstruction  of  health  resort  tradition  of  
Slotwiny estate” 
(1 500 PLN)

PG - 13384
Voluntary Fire Brigade in Zegiestow (Zegiestow Zdroj, malopolskie province)
Developing the Catchment of Zegietow stream 
(15 500 PLN)
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The aim of the project is to protect the water and cultural heritage by the catchments of streams in Zegiestow – 
increasing the tourist attractiveness of the village and esthetic developing the terrains near the backwater.
In the project, there are planned such works as: blow down the catchments, clearing and protecting the stream, 
cutting out the thickets and leveling down the terrain. The next steps are; restoring, clearing and protecting the  
stone construction of an antique bridge and range after the mill. The firefighters Gould like to adept the terrain 
for  recreational  purposes  – to  create  paths,  install  benches  and  arbor,  to  concentrate  the penetration  of  the  
streams in one, interesting place.  
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